Fractal analysis of spinal dorsal horn neuron discharges by means of sequential fractal dimension D.
The present study describes a new method for converting a typical point process, such as a train of neuronal action potentials (spikes), into a planar curve which is then processed by means of a fast algorithm to calculate and display the fractal dimension D values of each of a sequence of blocks having an equal and preselectable number of interspike intervals, hence the term sequential fractal dimension D (SFD). This method is fast, does not require special computing facilities, and provides a continuous, high temporal resolution display of the neuronal discharge complexity along the course of spontaneous activity or event relating changes. The method affords insight into short duration changes in neuronal behaviour in a way independent of its discharge rate. SFD analysis of spike trains from spinal dorsal horn neurons suggests that the neuronal response to a given stimulus can be expressed as changes in the discharge pattern complexity, thus revealing a novel sensory coding strategy.